Résumé. Dans cet article nous illustrons par quelques exemples la connexion entre le nombre de solutions d'équations polynômiales satisfaisant des conditions de degrés et le nombre de rang i matrices rattachées aux matrices persymétriques Abstract. In this paper we illustrate by some examples the connection between the number of solutions of polynomial equations satisfying degree conditions and the number of rank i matrices related to persymmetric matrices.
the number of rank i double persymmetric (2s + m) × k matrices over F 2 of the form: 
We denote by Γ » s s+m s+m+l -×k i the number of rank i double persymmetric (3s + 2m + l) × k matrices over F 2 of the form: 
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2. Polynomial equations related to persymmetric matrices Application: The number R q of solutions (
of the polynomial equation
satisfying the degree conditions
are connected with the numbers Γ i of persymmetric 5 × 5 matrices over F 2 of rank i, in the way that the number R q can be written as a linear combination of the Γ i . More precisely:
Example. The number Γ i = Γ 2×2 i of persymmetric 2 × 2 matrices over F 2 of rank i of the form
is equal to
is connected with the numbers Γ i of persymmetric 2 × 2 matrices over F 2 of rank i, in the way that the number R q can be written as a linear combination of the Γ i .
More precisely:
Example. The fraction of square persymmetric matrices which are invertible is equal to
Example. The number Γ 5 1 ×5 i of rank i matrices of the form
of the polynomial equations
is connected with the numbers Γ More precisely:
Example. The number Γ [
of rank i matrices of the form
For more details see [2] 3. Polynomial equations related to double persymmetric matrices
Example. The most simple problem concerning double persymmetric matrices with entries in F 2 :
Compute the number Γ [ 
is connected with the numbers Γ 2 2 ×k i , in the way that the number R q can be written as a linear combination of the Γ 2 2 ×k i More precisely:
The case k = 1
The case k = 2
The case k = 3
Example. The number Γ [ 
The case k=i
The case k=4
The number Γ [ 
of the polynomial equations More precisely:
Example. The fraction of square double persymmetric matrices which are invertible is equal to
of double persymmetric 7 × 4 matrices over F 2 of rank i of the form
The number R q of solutions (
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is connected with the numbers Γ 2 2+3 ×4 i , in the way that the number R q can be written as a linear combination of the Γ 2 2+3 ×4 i
, in the way that the number R q can be written as a linear combination of the Γ
of rank i matrices of the form 
For more details see [3] , [4] 4. Polynomial equations related to triple persymmetric matrices
Example. The number Γ
of triple persymmetric 3 × 1 matrices over F 2 of rank i of the form
The number of solutions (
2 of the following system of quadratic equations :
of n-times persymmetric n × 1 matrices over F 2 of rank i of the form
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Application:
The number of solutions (y 1 , z
of the following system of quadratic equations :
i of triple persymmetric 6 × 6 matrices over F 2 of rank i of the form
Application:
The number R q of solutions
4q of the polynomial equations
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= 2 8q−9 + 21 · 2 7q−9 + 490 · 2 6q−9
Application : The number of solutions (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x 15 , x 16 ) ∈ F 16 2 of the following system of quadratic equations :
x 1 x 5 + x 3 x 7 = 0, x 1 x 9 + x 3 x 11 = 0, x 1 x 13 + x 3 x 15 = 0, x 1 x 6 + x 2 x 5 + x 3 x 8 + x 4 x 7 = 0 x 1 x 10 + x 2 x 9 + x 3 x 12 + x 4 x 11 = 0 x 1 x 14 + x 2 x 13 + x 3 x 16 + x 4 x 15 = 0 x 2 x 6 + x 4 x 8 = 0, x 2 x 10 + x 4 x 12 = 0, x 2 x 14 + x 4 x 16 = 0, is equal to R 2 = 2 7 + 21 · 2 5 + 490 · 2 3 = 4720
x 1 x 5 + x 3 x 7 = 0, x 1 x 9 + x 3 x 11 = 0, x 1 x 13 + x 3 x 15 = 0, x 1 x 6 + x 2 x 5 + x 3 x 8 + x 4 x 7 = 0 x 1 x 10 + x 2 x 9 + x 3 x 12 + x 4 x 11 = 0 x 1 x 14 + x 2 x 13 + x 3 x 16 + x 4 x 15 = 0 x 2 x 6 + x 4 x 8 = 0, x 2 x 10 + x 4 x 12 = 0, x 2 x 14 + x 4 x 16 = 0, 
For more details see [4] 5. The inverse problem How to compute the number R q of solutions
Response:
We need only to compute the number Γ » s s+m s+m+l -×k i of triple persymmetric (3s + 2m + l) × k rank i matrices over F 2 for 0 i inf(k, 3s + 2m + l) of the form 
To compute those numbers we use the following reductions formulas:
Then R q is equal to a linear combination of the Γ 
Remark :
We have computed the Γ Example. To compute the number R q of solutions
we need only to compute the number Γ (12 + l) × k rank i matrices over F 2 for 0 i inf(k, 12 + l) of the form
Proceeding as in (4), using the following reductions formulas:
we obtain:
Then we get:
5.2. The inverse problem in the case s = 2, m = 3, l = 4, k = 6. The results in this subsection are new.
Example. We get:
satisfying the degree conditions ×k i of triple persymmetric 9 × k rank i matrices over F 2 of the form
Example. s = 3, m = 0, l = 1.
The number Γ
×k i of triple persymmetric 10 × k rank i matrices over F 2 of the form
Example. s = 3, m = 0, l = 2.
The number Γ ×k i of triple persymmetric 11 × k rank i matrices over F 2 of the form
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Example. s = 3, m = 0, l = 3.
The number Γ ×k i of triple persymmetric 12 × k rank i matrices over F 2 of the form
Example. s = 3, m = 0, l = 4.
×k i of triple persymmetric 13 × k rank i matrices over F 2 of the form
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Example. s = 3, m = 0, l = 5.
×k i of triple persymmetric 14 × k rank i matrices over F 2 of the form
Example. s = 3, m = 0, l 5
The number Γ 
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is equal to In particular: 
